
Dear Sir / Madam, 

Madras Management Association presents one day 

workshop on 

“ECG-Emotional Competency Growth” 

Date  
Tuesday, 12th March 2019 

Timing  
09.30 am to 5.00 pm 

Facilitators  
Mr T Manoharan 

Corporate Trainer 
 

Venue  
      Madras Management Association  

    240, off, Patahari Rd, Anna Salai, Chennai, Tamil Nadu-600006 
 

Overview:  

The ability to express and control our emotions is essential, but so is our ability to 

understand, interpret, and respond to the emotions of others. The ability to 

perceive, controls, and evaluate emotions. The ability to monitor one's own and 

others' feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them and to use this 

information to guide one's thinking and actions."  How to improve your own 

emotional intelligence and why that is the key to leading a successful life is crucial 

for professional and personal success.  

Ability to be self-aware and self-regulate: Means being able to recognize and label 
the feelings. Being able to look at your emotions in choosing how to react to your 

feelings – or if you should react at all. Having high EQ, you’re more likely to be 
successful and healthy. You can boost your EQ by mirroring other people’s body 

language and thinking optimistically. Identifying the ego states of each individual 
to understand their behaviors and altering them to solve the emotional problems. 

Effective Interpersonal relationship: Interpersonal transactions understandable 
when he recognized that the human personality is made up of three "ego states". 

To establish and reinforce the position that recognizes the value and worth of 
every person. 

Objective 

Program key focus: Leadership core Competency: Managing difference: 

Managing Difficulty: Managing people, Managing internal relationships, 

Team Spirit and dynamics: Emotional IQ: Managing Emotions, Controlling 

& Managing Ego states, Transacting Effectively. How choose to respond? 

Measuring one own EGO Gram. 

 



Workshop Inputs 

 The ability to express and control our emotions is essential, but so is our 

ability to understand, interpret, and respond to the emotions of others. 

 The ability to perceive, control, and evaluate emotions 

 The ability to monitor one's own and others' feelings and emotions, to 
discriminate among them and to use this information to guide one's 
thinking and actions." 

 How to improve your own emotional intelligence and why that is the key 
to leading a successful life. 

 Your ability to be self-aware and self-regulate: Means that you’re able to 

recognize and label your feelings. 

 Being able to look at your emotions in choosing how to react to your 

feelings – or if you should react at all. 

 Having high EQ, you’re more likely to be successful and healthy. 

 You can boost your EQ by mirroring other people’s body language and 

thinking optimistically. 

 Identifying the ego states of each individual to understand their 
behaviors and altering them to solve the emotional problems. 

 Effective Interpersonal relationship: Interpersonal transactions 
understandable when he recognized that the human personality is made 

up of three "ego states". 

 To establish and reinforce the position that recognizes the value and 
worth of every person. 

Understanding how people give and receive positive and negative strokes 

and changing unhealthy patterns of stroking are powerful aspects of work 

in transactional analysis. 

Workshop Content 

Customization of the workshop content  Elements : What will we offer to 

training participants? 

  Communicating and dealing with emotions-self and with others. 
Communicating emotions, sharing your emotions. Emotional position-3 

types- (EP1, EP2, EP3). Taking charge of your emotions. 

  Key elements of Emotional control and understanding. 

  Managing difference with people and avoid negative conflicts. Have 

emotional balance without EGO barriers Relationship with people in 
organization without any EGO barriers and gives importance to team 

effectiveness, by maintaining good relationship. Transaction effectively 
by I am OK and You are OK. 

  Respect & Tolerance of the Team; by case let discussion and management 

game display Collaboration and Open Transparent communication. 

  Transacting with others for better understanding without humiliating, 
hurting and hatred feeling. 



Understanding THREE EGO state of Human being. Self-assessment on 

individual 6 stages of EGO states. CP-Controlling/Critical parents; NP-

Nurturing parents; A-Adult; NC-natural Child; LP-Little professor; AC-

adopted child states-(rebellion or complainant). 

For Whom  

CEO/CFO/COO/MD/Business owners, Middle level management staff,(Zonal 

head, production Manager, Branch Manager Regional managers Decision 

making Authorities in organization), Supervisory Role staff, Emerging Leaders. 

Key Takeaways  

i. The Understanding of emotion and dealing with emotional position of self 
and others.  

ii. To Control emotions and understand others without emotional upset and 

outburst. 

iii. To recognize the value of internal customer collaboration through team 

work. 

iv. To build healthy Relationship with people in organization without any 
EGO barriers  

v. To give importance to team effectiveness, by maintaining good 
relationship. 

vi. To build competency for Transaction effectively by I am OK and You are 

OK 

vii. Respect & Tolerance of the Team to maintain relationship for Team 

Productivity. 

viii. To understand their level of 6 ego states by self-assessment. 

ix. To help develop action plan for their improvement in managing emotional 

states at work place and personal life. 

 

Facilitators Profile 

Mr.T.Manoharan’s  

He is a (a Graduate with PGDBA),Training professional with an excellent track 

record of 37 years, (18 years of Sales & marketing In Pharma, FMCG, 14+ 

years’ experience in Training Performance solution & development and 4 years 

of HR training consultant). 

He has worked with leading Indian and multi-national organizations, like NIS 

Sparta Ltd., (Asia’s Biggest Training Organization), Reliance Communication, 

Bharti Airtel Service Ltd, Hindustan Lever, Parke Davis India Ltd. (PFIZER), in 

Various Positions, leading teams of professionals in achieving organizational 

goals. 

 



Balanced scorecard consultant specialist helps in formulating the strategy to 

achieve business results by building business strategic solutions. 

Certified and groomed in Selling skills, Leadership/Managerial skills, 

Performance coach, Personality Development Training Products of HR Training 

Performance Solution Management, and certified in 27 Personality 

development tools. 

He has been instrumental in training over 25000 people in Front-line, 

Supervisory, Middle Management & Senior Management levels from the 

industrial segments of manufacturing, Pharmaceutical, Telecom, Automobile , 

Retail, FMCG, sales & Customer Services, Consumer Durable, and etc. 

Fee Details: 

Special discounted fee for MMA members – Rs.1,800/- per participant 

(Inclusive of 18%  GST)  

Participation fee for non-members – Rs.2,590/- + GST 18%  per participant  

The fee includes Workshop Kit and Lunch.  

The cheque/DD to be drawn in favour of “Madras Management Association” 

payable at Chennai. 

Madras Management Association  
MMA Management Center  

New No.240, Pathari Road (Off Anna Salai), Chennai 600 006  
Phone: 044-2829 1133 email:  mma@mmachennai.org 
 
Or Click here for Online Payment  

 

For further details contact: Gp Capt Dr R Venkataraman (Retd),   
Mobile 94447 00068, S Revathy 99623 22893/8778257200 
 
GST: 33AAATM5522B1Z7 

Registration starts at 9.00 am and Workshop commences at 09.30 am. Prior 
registration is necessary. The fee once paid will not be refunded; Change in 

nomination from same organization will be permitted. 
 

For Registration, please mail us the Participant’s name, Designation, 
Organisation, Contact number, Email id and Postal address.  
 
We would be pleased to provide any other information required by you and look 

forward to receiving your nominations for the workshop.  
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

mailto:mma@mmachennai.org
https://members.mmachennai.org/event/event_details.php?des=628


Thanks & Regards  
 

Gp Capt R Vijayakumar (Retd), VSM   
Executive Director   

Madras Management Association   
MMA Management Center, New No 240   

Pathari Road (Off Anna Salai)   
Chennai – 600 006   

Tel : 044-28291133/48632711   
 

 

Facebook: https://buff.ly/2RFHTDn  
 

Instagram: https://buff.ly/2CzPbOl  
 

LinkedIn: https://buff.ly/2RII68D  
 

YouTube: https://buff.ly/2CBMvQk  
 

Twitter: https://buff.ly/2CBpxsD  
 

 

 

 

Route Map to MMA: https://buff.ly/2RHkjWE 
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